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Outline

Introduction
Ideal is three paragraphs (2-4)
Last paragraph states hypotheses (questions) to test (answered)
First paragraph states importance of hypotheses to test
Avoid: literature review
Avoid: questions not appearing in the paper

Results
Address hypotheses as stated in introduction in the same order
Always start with main result
Omit methods
Avoid numbers in text (use tables)

Discussion



Introduction

This is always the most important section to write well. It is
where the reader learns the purpose of the paper: exactly what
results and conclusions to expect. Aim to stimulate the reader’s
curiosity by stating a question that you will answer.

I Last paragraph states exactly the questions (hypotheses)
to be addressed

I First paragraph justifies the hypotheses in a broad context
I A middle paragraph can be used to refine hypotheses to

the specific context
I Impeccable logic leads reader from theory to questions
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Introduction

For a first draft, strive for an Introduction in three paragraphs.

For practice, draft an Introduction in two paragraphs.



Introduction: What not to do

There are a few temptations for overwriting the Introduction.

These lead to several DO NOTS:

I Do not include a literature review
(cite only the best literature that addresses your questions)

I Do not pose questions your paper will not answer
(succinctly pose the questions you will answer)

I Do not use subheadings in the Introduction
I Avoid jargon
I Never use abbreviations – it’s jargon!

(except standard units: m, ha, km, C etc.)
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Results

Ideally, Results follow the introduction. Let’s start with a very
specific formula.

I Paragraphs of the Results are precisely the questions
stated in the final paragraph of the introduction
(in the same order)

I Results should have subheadings, and those subheadings
can repeat precisely those questions
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Results

Ideally, Results follow the introduction. Let’s start with a very
specific formula.

I Paragraphs of the Results are precisely the questions
stated in the final paragraph of the introduction
(in the same order)

I Results should have subheadings, and those subheadings
can repeat precisely those questions

The topic sentence of each paragraph of the Results should offer
a clear and important result



Results: What not to do

I Avoid any methods
(those go in the Materials and Methods)

I Do not present any results lacking antecedents in the
Introduction and Methods

I Avoid numbers in the text
(put most in tables, but a few can be in text)

I Avoid jargon and abbreviations unless defined in a
Methods table
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Assignment

Write a two-paragraph introduction following the formula I
gave on a topic of your choosing. Do not look up literature,
but quote literature you know. No citation needed.



Discussion

(Separate presentation sciencediscussion.pdf)
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